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3-year olds
nFollow

simple directions

nUnderstands

direction words “in”, “on top”,

“under”
simple questions about objects

nUnderstand

+

n Follows
n First

2 step directions

and last name

n Answers

nAnswers

nSpeaks

4-year olds

about 900 words

clearly about 200

reasoning questions

n Sentences

4-5 words in length

n Understand
n Uses

1500-2000 words

pronouns (he, she, me, I, mine)

5-year olds
n Understand

more than 2,000 words

n Understand

time sequences

n Carry

out a series of 3 directions

n Understand
n Engage

n Sentences
n Describe
n Use

rhyming

in conversation
can be 6 or more words in length

objects

imagination to create stories
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What’s on Your Head?

+

Expanding Expressions

A Multi-Sensory approach for Oral
Expression

Beads will help students with talking about
and developing an idea

+

ETT Device

+

Phonemic Awareness Instruction

+

+

ETT Device

Phonological Awareness

Umbrella term used to refer to several categories of understandings
about oral language

What’s Key?
!

Assessment

!

Instruction that matches student
needs

!

Small groups

!

Short, frequent, fun

!

Some students will need phonemic
awareness instruction through
second or third grade

!

Oral chants, songs

!

Elkonin boxes

!

Picture Sorts

The ability to manipulate
individual sounds in words.

The ability to blend, delete,
and segment syllables.

The ability to recognize and
produce rhyme.

The ability to understand
that there are separate
words in speech.

A student’s level of phonological awareness at the end of Kindergarten is
one of the strongest predictors of future reading success.

!"
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+

Silly Willy Song
!

!

!

Rhyme Chant-Koosh Toss

Teach the verse “Skip to My
Lou” and invite students to
sing along using words that
rhyme with students names.
“Silly Willy, who should I
choose?” (repeat 3x) I choose
__________ (Terri, berry)
Continue with more names.
Have everyone sing the main
verse and invite volunteers to
say the new rhyming names.

!

Say “lip”

!

Say “lip”

!

“Say a word that rhymes with lip”

!

Pass the Koosh Ball
! Student #1: “lip, tip”
!

Student #2: “lip, tip, dip”

!

Students #3: “lip, tip, dip, sip”

Repeat with a different word

Variation: Play a modified version of Duck Duck Goose while singing the song.

Green, Jane Fell. Sounds and Letters for Readers and Spellers. Colorado: Sopris West, 1997.
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Feely Meely Box
Rhyme Production

+

!

Use a shoe box and lid

!

Cut two circles on each end of
the box (large enough for a
child’s hand to fit)

!

Show the students several
tangible items. As you name
them put them in the box

!

Pass the box to a student and
have them grab out an item
and name a rhyming word that
goes with their object.

+

Word Hunt

Segmenting and Blending Onsets/Rimes

Have students sit in circle, have them begin by slapping the floor then
your knees, ask students to join in the rhythm

Say “We’re going on a
word hunt!
Students repeat “We’re
going on a word hunt!
Say “What’s the word?”
Students repeat
“What’s the word?”

Teacher segments…..
/s/
/and/
Students repeat

Scavenger Hunt
!

Begin with words that have
numerous corresponding
rhyming words (box, bake, fun)

!

Give the students 10 minutes to
go around the classroom to
look for items that rhyme with
the given word.

!

Both pictures from magazine or
tangible items should be
accepted

Simon Says

Segmenting and Blending Onsets/Rimes

!

Play this game like the
traditional Simon Says.
Consider grouping the
commands by categories such
as:

Body Parts:
Simon says touch your /h/ /ed/

Have them blend word
together by sliding
hands from toes to
their knees and clap
once at the end while
saying the word (sand)

Simon says touch your /ch/ /in/
Simon says touch your /l/ /eg/
Simon says touch your /n/ /ose/
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How many words can we make?
!

+

One Two Punch

Segmenting and Blending Onsets/Rimes

Sing to the tune Do Your Ears Hang
Low?

! Say

the onset in a word
while punching your
right arm out in front of
you.

Can you sing this silly song?
Try your best to sing along?
Just listen with your ear to the sounds
you will hear.
I will say the first sound.
Then you will add /ake/.
How many words can we make?

Add /ike/
If I say /m/, you say _______
If I say /p/, you say ________
If I say /b/, you say ________

+

it extended out
while you say the rime
and punch with your
left arm out in front.

If I say /m/, you say _______
If I say /c/, you say ________
If I say /l/, you say ________
How many words can we make?

! Then

!

Ask students to step on their
right foot as they make the first
sound in a word, their left foot
as they make the second
sound, etc.

!

Encourage students to march
faster as they blend the onset
& rime together

say the whole
word as you punch
both arms together

Let’s try it?

+

March It Out

!

! Keep

Phoneme Blending

“Listen, Repeat, Listen, Repeat”
“/m/ /a/ /n/”
“/m/ /a/ /n/”
“/m/ /a/ /n/”

Variation: Use colored poly
spots to help blend the onset
and rime together.

“What’s the word?”
Green, Jane Fell. Sounds and Letters for Readers and Spellers. Colorado: Sopris West, 1997.
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Say it Fast
!Segment

a word for
the students. When
you snap your
fingers, students
should blend it
together.

!/c/
!/t/

/a/ /p/

Shout it Out!
!

Sing the song to the tune of “If
You’re Happy and You Know
It…”
If you think you know word, shout
it out.

!

Segment a word and call
someone to blend the word
together.

cap

/oo/ /l/ tool

Gr/een
Wh/ite

If you think you know my word,
shout it out.
If you think you know my word,
then tell me what you heard.
If you think you know my word,
shout it out.
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Slide Buttons
Segmenting Phonemes

Head Shoulders Knees & Toes
Segmenting Phonemes
1st Phoneme

1

2

3

4

!

Show a picture to the students

!

Demonstrate how to push up a
button for each sounds in the
word as you segment on the
chart

!

+

Have them try on their chart
with different words on their
own

!

Have students stand up and
listen to the teacher say a four
phoneme word.

!

Let’s give it a try…Stand Up!

/f/ /r/ /o/ /g/

3rd Phoneme
4th Phoneme

+

Phoneme Segmentation

2nd Phoneme

Green Light Go!

Segment the Sounds
B

“Say man.”
(Response: “man”)

M

E

•Give the child the BME squares to use for segmenting
words.

“Say man.”
(Response: “man”)

•Give them a two-phoneme words one at a time
“Say the sounds you hear in man.”

•Have them point to the green square while saying the
first phoneme and the red square while saying the last
phoneme.

“/m/ /a/ /n/”

“man”

•Then ask them to run their finger across from left to right
to say the whole word

Green, Jane Fell. Sounds and Letters for Readers and Spellers. Colorado: Sopris West, 1997.
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Make and Take
B

M

E

Materials:
!1

piece of green, yellow &
red construction paper

! Scissors
! Tape

Contact Information
Shannon Samulski, Educational Consultant
Shannon’s Website
www.strategicinterventionsolutions.org

Shannon’s Blog
www.interventionsonthego.blogspot.com

!"

70% Known to
30% Unknown

K
U

MULTI-SENSORY APPROACH
LETTER IDENTIFICATION KIT

HERE IS THE TRICK!
K
K

U
K

K
U

K
K

K= KNOWNS
U= UNKOWNS

Hand Signs

GEL BAGS

Fill a large Ziploc
bag with colored
hair gel, have the
student write the
words in the gel
bags. Put glitter
in for fun

l

Sand tray

l

Wipe off board/chalkboard

l

Flashlight

l

Pipe cleaners

l

Koosh ball

l

Gel pens

l

Magnetic letters

l

Toothpicks

l

Water pens

Candy Letter Land

CORN SCRABBLE
In a container of popcorn seeds hide a variety of
scrabble letters and have students create sight word
by matching the words or creating their own words

1

BUBBER

STACK A WORD/LETTERS

SIGHT WORD/LETTER TWISTER

2

Group
What group or category does it belong to?

Do
What does it do? What do you do with it?

Look Like
What size, shape, and color is it?

Made of
What is it made out of?

Parts
What are its parts?

Where
Where would you get it? Where would you
use it? Where would you find it?

What else do I know?
Fun facts, prior knowledge, your opinion, and
extra stuff!
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